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Another BBQ to Remember

NOTES FROM THE EDITORS
By Dave MacKenzie
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In Loving Memory of T.C.
May 1, 1993 - June 29, 2006
The kitten Graham found and thought it was
a baby mountain lion 13 years ago and became
Sandy’s pal and our gopher-getting loving cat, died
from poison after hunting and eating the gopher.
The Groneman Family

Any resident may submit a classified
ad for free. Please email it to
heather@creativei4u.com and
we will put it into the next issue.
________________________________
Licensed Acupuncturist, Nina Vincent
Traditional Chinese Medicine, Herbs,
and Massage Therapy.
***Summer Special for mom’s and children:
***Free consultation or treatment.
Good through Sept. Now doing home
visits in Muir Beach on Fridays.
Call for appt. (415)838-0459
333 Miller Avenue, Suite 7

Books Needed!
The library in Puerto Chicama where son Issac
is doing his Peace Corps stuff (see previous
Beachcomber articles) has nothing in it but
some empty bookshelves.

Brown University Cappella Group
Sandra Allen, and her a cappella group on spring
break from Brown University gave a sing for the
locals at Bistro on March 29th. They all had a
great time touring and singing around the Bay
Area that week, and didn’t let the rain get them
down! Their website is www.brown.edu/Students/
BrownsTones/
--Debra Allen

So we are looking for book,DVD donations
to send down there. The “we” is me, Gerry
Pearlman, and the library volk from our
community center, (who else but Judith and
Kathy). The Community Center Library will be
donating a bunch of books, so this call is to
the rest of the community. The kind of books
that will be most useful are childrens’ books,
especially in spanish, all other spanish language
books, reference books, dictionaries, atlases,
coffee table stuff, photography books, and
perhaps the classics of american literature.
If you would like me to pick up the stuff,
or need more information, just call me at
380-5056.
Gerry Pearlman

Photo by Lonna Richmond
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questions and impressions people have been giving me
as many as 18 people in a combi, and there was still
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like I haven´t gone anywhere. Also, hanging out with the
at the corner, in the middle of the street, wherever. Also,
other volunteers, often in large groups on the weekends
if you want it will stop and the doorman will jump out to a
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of America
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internet
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The roads, even the paved ones, are small (which always
thing, although it´s definitely a good thing because it
makes passing other cars interesting) like European roads,
allows me to receive all of your wonderful emails.
and often have huge potholes or rocks or random rabble
in the middle of them. Those neighborhoods that have
I think this bubble has prevented me from having major
paved roads are lucky (mine does), as are those which
culture shock so far, which I guess is good and bad.
have electricity and water. This area has both, although
However there are plenty of daily reminders of the reality
a few minutes away is a municipality that doesn’t. Well,
of the place I live in and the people who actually live here
water is only provided until 6 am, then again after 2 pm.
instead of staying for a short period of time. They are
Fortunately at my house they have a tank, so you can
often simple things, such as the sinks that only have one
shower after 6 am and of course since it is freezing water
knob, because no one has warm water and therefore it
it is the best alarm clock you could ever ask for.
makes no sense to have a sink with two. Ironically enough,
the only place that has a sink with both is the Peace
The people here are quite simply amazing. Despite having
Corps training center, which still has no warm water. Not
a standard of living that would be the next step up from
flushing toilet paper is another, because the pipes here
very poor in the US, they have pride in their culture and in
are so small that they get clogged very easily, so all the
their living. One day Esperanza was working with me in the
bathrooms have little trashcans for the used toilet paper.
garden and she showed me a plant that stings you if you
touch it - like a stinging nettle. She explained to me in her
Washing clothes is a whole ´nother adventure, although
small pueblo in the mountains, it was used to castigate the
easy enough. Simply throw them in a bucket, hand wash
children. After Pepe, my host brother accidentally killed
them with soap, then keep rinsing them in various buckets
one of her favorite plants that is just growing haphazardly
until most of the soap is out, then hang them up to dry.
on the ground; she winked at me and proceeded to chase
The money my host family is getting paid to host me
him around the yard with it until he finally scrambled up
includes my host mom doing my laundry, except for my
the tree trunk they use as a ladder and dashed off. It was
underwear and socks which I do. I tried to bargain with her hilarious.
so I could do all my clothes, but she’s a tough negotiator
and wouldn’t budge. She has already snuck in my room
There are a million other things, and of course words
and done my undies a few times already.
never do it justice. I know everyone wants pictures,
and I’m working on it. I have asked some of the other
Then there are other things that are much bigger, either
volunteers to email me their pictures because I didn’t
in actuality or because they simply drive the point home
bring (okay, in reality I lost) my camera. All they have to
- seeing kids entertain themselves by kicking a plastic
do is do it.
bottle in the street for instance, because they don’t have
a soccer ball. The neighbor’s kid ´Locito´ (which means
That’s about it for now, it’s hard for me to sit at a
little crazy one) came over today and was playing with a
computer for more than an hour. More stories to come,
toy that made him exceedingly happy and content - it was
including the crazy events of today in which I finally ate
a black marker, and he entertained himself by drawing on
some guinea pig for the first time. Colorín, colorado, mi
his hand until we gave him some paper. After I made an
cuenta se ha terminado as they say here. I hope this finds
origami dog and gave it to him, he drew a dog on my hand
you all exceedingly well and in good health.
with his marker as a trade. Maybe we don’t need any more
than that as humans, who knows.
Love, Isaac

BBQ Thanks!

A Close Encounter

Neighbors: Thank you to all of you who bought
raffle tickets, and congratulations to those who
won prizes: out of 95 prizes, 45 of the winners
were Muir Beachers (and I noticed that winners
were a good mix of those who bought tickets
prior to the BBQ and those who turned them in
or bought them the day of). And 28 of the prizes
were picked up at the BBQ, so thank you for
that! (The rest were easy to locate and deliver.)
We’ve already figured out how to make it simpler
for prize winners to claim their prizes next year,
so stay tuned! And an extra big thank you to
the 35 of you that donated gifts and certificates
(and airplane tickets) to become prizes! And of
course to my helpers, Katheen and Levon, Rob
and Thomas and Sandra and Samantha, and
my cousin Tom (who came from Florida), and
to Joy Perrin for her good announcing voice!
And special thanks to Jon Rauh for keeping up
a tradition of selling the most amount of raffle
tickets! Check the new firemen’s website!
Debra Allen

Photos from muirbeachfire.com
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Remembering Kaia

The Clash

Two
Weeks in Bolivia
Oct. 1, 1948 — April 15, 2006
By Sydney McCall
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My practice increasingly became to not judge,
to accept others and find similarities rather than
By Sydney McCall
differences between us. This was challenging to say
the least. After supervising three girls in the morning
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Poem to Kaia

Increasing Clouds
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the babies

who sleep on, softly. Let them sleep softly.

Thank god, they had me to look after their
daughters. A harmless American girl, who could take
their food orders, watch them pick at their plates,
make fun of the food and toss their untouched
Yamamoto
meals in Judith
the garbage.
I was someone who
understood when they said they were allergic to
peanuts so they needed to sit on the other
side of the dining room to avoid any toxic
inhalation. I let them assume this of me and at
times I felt sick holding it all in.
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The Marin
By County
Linda Transit
Gibbs Agency, set up to implement Measure A, has pretty much finalized its West Marin
transit plan.
Greater Muir Beach Neighbors supports public transit, both for community and recreational needs. It is crucial
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addressed these issues at a CSD meeting with Steve Kinsey a couple of months ago, and at several Board of
Supervisors’ meetings this Spring.
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Every day I think that’s the end of the ants coming from the floorboards into the
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Also, a public hearing has been scheduled for July 11th for the MCTD Board to consider the adoption of a fare
increase on the Stage. If approved, the following new fares would go into effect on August 1, 2006:
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I won’t be one of those gardeners who sprinkles salt on the slug to dry it out and
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the slug. I’ll also resist putting out grapefruit halves to attract slugs
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If you haven’t seen it - check it out! By Heather
Download online at: http://earth.google.com

CALL FOR HELP
Perched spectacularly on cliff and creek and accessible by land only via torturous
mountain road, Muir Beach might look to outsiders as a community where personal
safety has been forfeited for beauty and serenity. The nearest hospital, after all, is a
12 mile, 30 minute drive.
Fast and competent life-saving help, however, is just minutes away. A call to 9-1-1
sets in motion an incredible life-saving apparatus.
Emergency 9-1-1 calls are answered by Marin County Sheriff Department
dispatchers at the Civic Center. Highly trained personnel prompt callers for
information which is immediately entered into a computerized system. If an
individual can dial the emergency number, but cannot speak, specialized Caller-IDtype devices can automatically pinpoint the address. A sheriffʼs deputy may be sent,
fire departments notified or, in the event of a medical emergency, an ambulance or
even a helicopter will be dispatched.
For fire and medical emergencies, the county almost always dispatches both the
Muir Beach Volunteer Fire Department and the Marin County Fire Department located
on Throckmorton Ridge, insuring a speedy and adequate response.
In most Muir Beach emergencies, members of the Muir Beach Volunteer Fire
Department will be the first help to arrive. The 17-member department includes six
Emergency Medical Technicians who are thoroughly trained and drilled to the same
levels and standards as paid professionals.)
The MBVFD practices year round to handle a wide variety of emergencies, structure
and wildland fires, cliff and open space rescues, car and bicycle accidents, household
emergencies, flood evacuations and virtually any other situation in which someone
may be injured. The vast majority of local responses are for non-fire emergencies.
MBVFD personnel are trained to stabilize accident and medical emergency victims
until an ambulance and paramedics arrive. For critical situations, a helicopter air
ambulance is also available and can land at several designated sites.
Marin is updating the system that handles cellular calls to 9-1-1. In the past,
all cellphone calls for help were answered by the California Highway Patrol. A new
system being phased in will route local 9-1-1 cellphone calls to city or county
dispatchers.
Thanks to trained, and dedicated personnel, both unpaid volunteers and full-time
professionals, Muir Beach is well protected.

9-1-1

IN THE CHIPS

Lessons from the
Muir Beach BBQ:

Now that the winter storm season is almost
over and homeowners are busy cleaning up
limbs, branches and tangled underbrush,
Muir Beach residents should be aware of a
possible change in disposal procedures.

#1. Be careful where
you put your beer.

Homeowners will probably no longer be
able to take branches and tree trimmings to
pile near the volleyball area off Franks Valley
Road, according to Fire Chief John Sward.
“It just got completely out of control,” Sward
said, “and we will have to stop accepting
material.”
So much debris accumulated in the area
that early in March, department volunteers
worked more than 12 hours to burn the pile.
The final embers weren’t doused until 10
p.m. “Way too much material and too easy
for it to get out of control,” Sward said.
Muir Beach property owners weren’t the
only ones dumping debris there. “People
were coming from all over,” according to the
chief.
The plan is to chain-off the entrance to the
volleyball and well house area to stop vehicle
access.
The change in routine doesn’t necessarily
mean homeowners will have to haul
branches to the dump or stuff them into the
“green can.” MBVFD has a chipper that may
be shuttled to homeowners’ property on
request. Sward is working on details.
“They’ll have to take the chips, though,” the
chief said, “and spread them around on their
property.” The chipper can chew up fairly
large branches, but can’t handle brambly
material.

This photo was taken a moment after this
dog pee’d in Phil’s beer. I was laughing
too hard the moment it happened to get
the shot. But the beer did - true story!

#2. If your beer gets pee’d
in, spill it out before
you forget and drink
it again.
(I did, thank goodness, for Phil’s sake)
By Heather Kobrin

~ Greater Muir Beach Neighbors News ~

The Slug and I

The Marin County Transit Agency, set up to implement Measure A, has pretty much finalized its West Marin
transit plan.
By Linda Gibbs
Greater Muir Beach Neighbors supports public transit, both for community and recreational needs. It is crucial
for both the reduction of the number of cars coming out to Muir Beach and the down-sizing of the Big Beach
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Steve understands that this stop will not change our “rustic character” — no information kiosks, etc. Just a bus
the end of the funeral. David and I turn away and walk up the garden path to go
stop.

inside.
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use the Stage, but for it to be more fully utilized we need to continue to press for expanded service . The Stage
with bits of left-over cat food and tiny black ants that I bring out everyday
still doesn’t accommodate commuters during the week or community/recreational use on weekends.
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The West Marin Stage schedules and map, effective as of July 1st, have been released. Details are available on
The banana slug sits in the middle of the sidewalk with his head and upper body
www.marintransit.org/stage.html
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South Route runs between Bolinas, Stinson Beach and Marin City feature three different schedules and routes:
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Also, a public hearing has been scheduled for July 11th for the MCTD Board to consider the adoption of a fare
increase on the Stage. If approved, the following new fares would go into effect on August 1, 2006:
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For more information on the Marin County Transit District, visit www.marintransit.org
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Of interest is the question of where the two trails will hook up. Steve Kinsey addressed this project at the CSD
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Remembering Kaia

The Clash

Two
Weeks in Bolivia
Oct. 1, 1948 — April 15, 2006
By Sydney McCall
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anything).
known how to be.

My practice increasingly became to not judge,
to accept others and find similarities rather than
By Sydney McCall
differences between us. This was challenging to say
the least. After supervising three girls in the morning
They arrived in stilettos, designer spring dresses
whose mothers recited a twenty page list of
straight off the runway and cell phones glued to their
things we were not allowed to do; “No beach, no
ears. Carrying the city of New York in their walk,
I
couldn’t
make
Kaia’s
Celebration
of
Lifenoevent
June 11th,
pool,
sugar, on
no movies,
and NObecause
fighting with
tight faces and tone of voice, I watched as a quiet
one
another.”
I
would
then
head
to
my after school
I gotbeach
suddenly
scheduled
in the
uncomplicated
town, overnight,
turned
into Marin Poetry Center’s summer traveling
program for the day where the parents of four
the chicest
club in Manhattan.
poetry
show and had to read poetry that
afternoon. So I dedicated one
year olds felt safe leaving their children in a hectic
of my poems to Kaia.
room with just me, fifty other kids, some defunct
They followed their guru, a heavy set South
tables and rusty nails poking out of the walls. These
African man with a clean white beard and each
parents felt at ease simply because their children
day a new pair of pleated polo khakis. For having
were in my presence.
a belly like Santa Clause he had astonishingly
disproportional arms, arms that resembled those of
It was a radical daily transition from the
young Schwarzenegger, with bicep veins jutting out
Manhattan
princesses to the scavenger children who
enough so my doctor friend felt certain enough to
would
be
kicking
rocks in the streets if it were not for
say “it is absolutely the result of steroid use”.
the school program. Sometimes I do not understand
we share the same world.
In Increasing
the mornings, clouds,
he would stroll
the beach tired how
a mother’s
smile,
with his pure-bred, flawlessly groomed chewawa,
as I sat picking
off Pulgain(Flea),
hotelblooms. A wolf
nightticks
opening
longthe
blue
mutt who has become one of my most consistent
companions.

Poem to Kaia

Increasing Clouds

limps beyond the last house. On a floor floating through story,

Once New York landed in Chacala, formal
thefollowed
toys fade
away,
smaller
propped at
cocktail hour
their yoga
groups
4pm tobodies
6pm
meditation. This involved a plethora of drinking,
some conversation
and a lot
of indiscreetly
staring
Snow where
we
forgot the
names. Now grief,
one another up and down, all done with a posed
smile. I did not change out of my foul running
and any lone passenger travels through ice,
clothes just to suit the occasion.

the edges of memory.

doomed
rush
by.babysitter
If thereofistheonly one journey,
I was
selected to
as the
official
week; the local Mexicans were not suitable for such
it beAsopen
andYork
long.
Iceput
init,its masks
high classlet
children.
one New
mother
“What do they expect me to do? Let my child swim
in a pool with
a Mexican
who probably
can´t shouting, the babies
cracks
overwoman
the river,
the sudden
swim to save her own life? Ya right!”
who sleep on, softly. Let them sleep softly.

Thank god, they had me to look after their
daughters. A harmless American girl, who could take
their food orders, watch them pick at their plates,
make fun of the food and toss their untouched
meals in the
garbage.
I was someone who
Judith
Yamamoto
understood when they said they were allergic to
peanuts so they needed to sit on the other
side of the dining room to avoid any toxic
inhalation. I let them assume this of me and at
times I felt sick holding it all in.

Photos from website about Chacala

NEWS FROM THE NEXT GENERATION -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Neighbors,
Isaac Pearlman in Peru #3
What a Blast!!!
Hola familia,
Or transport is another huge culture difference. Everyone

takes combis, which are basically like VW Bus size,
Now that the dust has settled and we’ve had a chancehere
to catch
our collective breath after surviving
Okay, so I figure this email will hopefully clarify a few
excepted outfitted with seats on each side. I’ve counted
another
BBQ,
I
thought
you’d
like
to
check
out
the
more
than
hundred
BBQ
questions and impressions people have been giving me
as many as 18 people
in photos
a combi,that
and keep
there trickling
was still in.
about my living situation and what is and isn´t available in
breathing space so we could have fit more and would have
my community.
more
peopleconsider
needed tojoining
get out.us
Also,
the volunteers
And
while you’re on the www.muirbeachfire.com web if
site,
please
forall
the
universally
agreedCommunity
that it is just Center
better to not watch
Red Cross “TOGETHER WE PREPARE” Presentationhave
at the
Muir Beach
For starters, there are times when I am watching TV with
while we ride in them. Although the roads are only two
on
Wednesday, July 5 at 8PM, following the Muir Beach
CSD meeting.
my host family, or when my host brothers are playing
lanes, somehow it can become four when people on both
their favorite music (which includes the Beatles, Guns
sides want to pass each other. Also, the combis have very
The
feedback
on www.muirbeachfi
re.com
know
what
you think,
and Roses,
Aerosmith,
Nirvana, and others)
that Ihas
feelbeen very
few positive.
set stops, Let
theyus
mainly
stop
wherever
you tell them like we’ll
I haven´t
gone anywhere.
hanging
with
the siteatworth
the corner,
in the
middle of the street, wherever. Also,
and
do everything
we Also,
can to
makeout
this
a web
visiting
regularly.
other volunteers, often in large groups on the weekends
if you want it will stop and the doorman will jump out to a
maintains the bubble of America that I have been trying
corner fruitstand and buy you fruit if you request it.
Thanks again for being such great neighbors,
to get away from. Also, the fact that there are three little
The
Muir
Volunteer
Firemen’s
Association
tiendas
that Beach
have internet
on the street
I live on is another
The roads, even the paved ones, are small (which always
thing, although it´s definitely a good thing because it
makes passing other cars interesting) like European roads,
allows me to receive all of your wonderful emails.
and often have huge potholes or rocks or random rabble
in the middle of them. Those neighborhoods that have
I think this bubble has prevented me from having major
paved roads are lucky (mine does), as are those which
culture shock so far, which I guess is good and bad.
have electricity and water. This area has both, although
However there are plenty of daily reminders of the reality
a few minutes away is a municipality that doesn’t. Well,
of the place I live in and the people who actually live here
water is only provided until 6 am, then again after 2 pm.
instead of staying for a short period of time. They are
Fortunately at my house they have a tank, so you can
often simple things, such as the sinks that only have one
shower after 6 am and of course since it is freezing water
knob, because no one has warm water and therefore it
it is the best alarm clock you could ever ask for.
makes no sense to have a sink with two. Ironically enough,
the only place that has a sink with both is the Peace
The people here are quite simply amazing. Despite having
Corps training center, which still has no warm water. Not
a standard of living that would be the next step up from
flushing toilet paper is another, because the pipes here
very poor in the US, they have pride in their culture and in
are so small that they get clogged very easily, so all the
their living. One day Esperanza was working with me in the
bathrooms have little trashcans for the used toilet paper.
garden and she showed me a plant that stings you if you
touch it - like a stinging nettle. She explained to me in her
Washing clothes is a whole ´nother adventure, although
small pueblo in the mountains, it was used to castigate the
easy enough. Simply throw them in a bucket, hand wash
children. After Pepe, my host brother accidentally killed
them with soap, then keep rinsing them in various buckets
one of her favorite plants that is just growing haphazardly
until most of the soap is out, then hang them up to dry.
on the ground; she winked at me and proceeded to chase
The money my host family is getting paid to host me
him around the yard with it until he finally scrambled up
includes my host mom doing my laundry, except for my
the tree trunk they use as a ladder and dashed off. It was
underwear and socks which I do. I tried to bargain with her hilarious.
so I could do all my clothes, but she’s a tough negotiator
and wouldn’t budge. She has already snuck in my room
There are a million other things, and of course words
and done my undies a few times already.
never do it justice. I know everyone wants pictures,
and I’m working on it. I have asked some of the other
Then there are other things that are much bigger, either
volunteers to email me their pictures because I didn’t
in actuality or because they simply drive the point home
bring (okay, in reality I lost) my camera. All they have to
- seeing kids entertain themselves by kicking a plastic
do is do it.
bottle in the street for instance, because they don’t have
a soccer ball. The neighbor’s kid ´Locito´ (which means
That’s about it for now, it’s hard for me to sit at a
little crazy one) came over today and was playing with a
computer for more than an hour. More stories to come,
toy that made him exceedingly happy and content - it was
including the crazy events of today in which I finally ate
a black marker, and he entertained himself by drawing on
some guinea pig for the first time. Colorín, colorado, mi
his hand until we gave him some paper. After I made an
cuenta se ha terminado as they say here. I hope this finds
origami dog and gave it to him, he drew a dog on my hand
you all exceedingly well and in good health.
with his marker as a trade. Maybe we don’t need any more
than that as humans, who knows.
Love, Isaac

BBQ Thanks!

A Close Encounter

Neighbors: Thank you to all of you who bought
raffle tickets, and congratulations to those who
won prizes: out of 95 prizes, 45 of the winners
were Muir Beachers (and I noticed that winners
were a good mix of those who bought tickets
prior to the BBQ and those who turned them in
or bought them the day of). And 28 of the prizes
were picked up at the BBQ, so thank you for
that! (The rest were easy to locate and deliver.)
We’ve already figured out how to make it simpler
for prize winners to claim their prizes next year,
so stay tuned! And an extra big thank you to
the 35 of you that donated gifts and certificates
(and airplane tickets) to become prizes! And of
course to my helpers, Katheen and Levon, Rob
and Thomas and Sandra and Samantha, and
my cousin Tom (who came from Florida), and
to Joy Perrin for her good announcing voice!
And special thanks to Jon Rauh for keeping up
a tradition of selling the most amount of raffle
tickets! Check the new firemen’s website!
Debra Allen

Photos from muirbeachfire.com

NOTES FROM THE EDITORS

By Dave MacKenzie

DUE: September 1ST

As Spring turns into Summer, the sights and sound
Email:
heather@creativei4u.com
of nature
are all around. Fresh green plants and
many displaying
birds
are especially
obvious.
Drop:
Beachcomber
mailbox,
South end
of Mailbox Row
And when the nights are clear, Muir Beach has
Mail: Beachcomber, Star Route, Muir Beach, CA 94965
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Critter
Report: Soundscaping
NEXT SUBMISSIONS

BEACHCOMBER
SUBSCRIPTIONS NEEDED

In Loving Memory of T.C.
May 1, 1993 - June 29, 2006
The kitten Graham found and thought it was
a baby mountain lion 13 years ago and became
Sandy’s pal and our gopher-getting loving cat, died
from poison after hunting and eating the gopher.
The Groneman Family

Any resident may submit a classified
ad for free. Please email it to
heather@creativei4u.com and
we will put it into the next issue.
________________________________
Licensed Acupuncturist, Nina Vincent
Traditional Chinese Medicine, Herbs,
and Massage Therapy.
***Summer Special for mom’s and children:
***Free consultation or treatment.
Good through Sept. Now doing home
visits in Muir Beach on Fridays.
Call for appt. (415)838-0459
333 Miller Avenue, Suite 7

Books Needed!
The library in Puerto Chicama where son Issac
is doing his Peace Corps stuff (see previous
Beachcomber articles) has nothing in it but
some empty bookshelves.

Brown University Cappella Group
Sandra Allen, and her a cappella group on spring
break from Brown University gave a sing for the
locals at Bistro on March 29th. They all had a
great time touring and singing around the Bay
Area that week, and didn’t let the rain get them
down! Their website is www.brown.edu/Students/
BrownsTones/
--Debra Allen

So we are looking for book,DVD donations
to send down there. The “we” is me, Gerry
Pearlman, and the library volk from our
community center, (who else but Judith and
Kathy). The Community Center Library will be
donating a bunch of books, so this call is to
the rest of the community. The kind of books
that will be most useful are childrens’ books,
especially in spanish, all other spanish language
books, reference books, dictionaries, atlases,
coffee table stuff, photography books, and
perhaps the classics of american literature.
If you would like me to pick up the stuff,
or need more information, just call me at
380-5056.
Gerry Pearlman

Photo by Lonna Richmond

WEEKLY IN MUIR BEACH

COMMUNITY CENTER
COMMUNITY CENTER DROP-IN USE
Daytime hours if the Center is not scheduled
for other activities. Users responsible for
cleanup.
MOM’S AND CHILDREN INVITED TO WED.
MORNING PLAY GROUP AT MBCC. Come
have scones with the adults around 9:30
and then move to playground with children
around 11am. Also wanting to organize and
set up the playroom for kids. If you have any
interest in being part of creating a space for
the Muir Beach children that is clutter free
and fun please join us on Wed. to discuss.

MUIR BEACH MONTESSORI CLOSED
Sadly, after only one year, Muir
Beach Montessori has closed due to
lack of enrollment.

Thank you Lisa!!! for the
love and dedication that you
put into creating a creative and
conscious school for our children.

MONDAY
• Muir Beach Writer’s Group - 2nd and 4th
Mondays, 2 pm @ MBCC, No fee.
• Tai-chi - 6:30 - 7:30 pm, at $22.50 per month
TUESDAY
• Yoga - 6:00 pm, Community Center $5.00
WEDNESDAY
• Tai-chi - 8:00 - 9:00 am
• Bistro - Wednesday mornings, 9:30 - 11:00.
Coffee $1, additional cups 25¢; pastries $1.25
each. Featuring fantastic home-made scones
by Nancy Knox.
• Muir Beach Quilters - 11 am. No fee.
• CSD Town Hall Meetings
Free public meeting of Board of Directors of the
Muir Beach Community Services District meets
on 4th Wednesday of each month. 7:00 pm
THURSDAY
• Tai-chi - 6:30 - 7:30 pm
• Volleyball - 6:00 pm - late
At the courts on Franks Valley Road, No fee.
SUNDAY
• Zen Center - 8:15 am Meditation Instruction
9:15 am Meditation (zazen)
10:15 am Lecture, 11:15 am Tea
11:45 am Discussion with lecturer
12:45 pm Lunch for Program Attendees ($8 don.)
Children’s Lecture and Program
- Second Sundays 10—11:30 a.m.

